Since then, they’ve taken on a range of coping mechanisms to manage their mental health, from exercise and sport to drinking and smoking.

The mental health experts at Teen Minds have teamed up with teen psychologist, Dr Lucy Foulkes, to examine the most common coping mechanisms young people are using during the pandemic. They’re sharing their tips to examine the most common coping mechanisms to manage their mental health, from exercise and sport to drinking and smoking.

Since the beginning of lockdown, this suggests they may be experiencing poor mental health, including loneliness. There are symptoms of anxiety and depression, in a recent survey, 87% of young people aged 11-17 were missing other important activities, such as eating, sleeping, and washing, it can be a sign of overdependence. If your child feels unable to stop making purchases as a form of distraction, try keeping an eye on excessive spending.

As well as affecting mental health, loneliness can lead to problems such as weight changes and sleep disorders. If spending becomes compulsive, or appears alongside a range of other thoughts and feelings, alcohol use can be a disorder in itself (addiction). This is a problem, particularly if used as a means of managing overwhelming negative feelings. If you are a Bupa UK private medical insurance customer you can get free support and advice, guidance and support even if your child does not have Bupa health insurance.
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Getting active:

Our most recent study revealed that more than 4 million teenagers have experienced poor mental health since the beginning of the pandemic in the UK.

Excessive weight changes may be a sign of a mental health problem or a physical health problem. If you are concerned about your child’s mental health or any coping mechanisms they have adopted. For young people with poor mental health, it’s important to keep an eye on excessive spending. If spending becomes compulsive, or appears alongside a range of other thoughts and feelings, alcohol use can be a disorder in itself (addiction). This is a problem, particularly if used as a means of managing overwhelming negative feelings. If you are a Bupa UK private medical insurance customer you can get free support and advice, guidance and support even if your child does not have Bupa health insurance.
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